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Abstract
1. A framework for the description and analysis of multilayer networks is established
in statistical physics, and calls are increasing for their adoption by community
ecologists. Multilayer networks in community ecology will allow space, time and
multiple interaction types to be incorporated into species interaction networks.
2. While the multilayer network framework is applicable to ecological questions, it is
one thing to be able to describe ecological communities as multilayer networks
and another for multilayer networks to actually prove useful for answering ecological questions. Importantly, documenting multilayer network structure requires
substantially greater empirical investment than standard ecological networks. In
response, we argue that this additional effort is worthwhile and describe a series
of research lines where we expect multilayer networks will generate the greatest
impact.
3. Inter‐layer edges are the key component that differentiate multilayer networks
from standard ecological networks. Inter‐layer edges join different networks—
termed layers—together and represent ecological processes central to the species
interactions studied (e.g., inter‐layer edges representing movement for networks
separated in space). Inter‐layer edges may take a variety of forms, be species‐ or
network‐specific, and be measured with a large suite of empirical techniques.
Additionally, the sheer size of ecological multilayer networks also requires some
changes to empirical data collection around interaction quantification, collaborative efforts and collation in public databases.
4. Network ecology has already touched on a wide swath of ecology and evolutionary biology. Because network stability and patterns of species linkage are the
most developed areas of network ecology, they are a natural starting place for
multilayer investigations. However, multilayer networks will also provide novel insights to niche partitioning, the connection between traits and species’ interactions, and even the geographic mosaic of co‐evolution.
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5. Synthesis. Multilayer networks provide a formal way to bring together the study of
species interaction networks and the processes that influence them. However, describing inter‐layer edges and the increasing amounts of data required represent
challenges. The pay‐off for added investment will be ecological networks that describe the composition and capture the dynamics of ecological communities more
completely and, consequently, have greater power for understanding the patterns
and processes that underpin diversity in ecological communities.
KEYWORDS

ecological community, ecological network, food webs, interaction turnover, multilayer,
multiplex, species interactions

1 | I NTRO D U C TI O N

et al., 2014; Kivelä et al., 2014). Ecological multilayer networks
(hereafter, EMNs) will typically represent species interactions

It has been stated that “no theory of the cell, of social media or

through time and space, or across types of interactions (Pilosof

of the Internet can ignore the profound network effects that

et al., 2017). For example, spatial and temporal EMNs can con-

their interconnectedness cause” (Barabási, 2011). Many ecolo-

sist of several networks of a focal species interaction type (e.g.,

gists would argue that one paradigmatic example is noticeably

plant–pollinator or host–parasite interactions, with each network

missing from this list: the ecological community. After all, in-

referred to as a layer composed of intra‐layer edges) linked to

teractions are a defining characteristic of every species’ “mi-

each other via inter‐layer edges that describe an additional eco-

lieu” since no individual organism exists without participating

logical process, such as gene flow between habitats or change

in some sort of ecologically relevant interspecific interaction

in abundance through time. EMNs composed of different types

during its lifetime. Interactions between species underpin com-

of species interactions (e.g., pollination, seed‐dispersal, folivory)

munity ecology to the extent that they have even been claimed

can also be represented as multilayer networks (hereafter, mul-

to represent “the architecture of biodiversity” (Bascompte &

tiplex EMNs). Inter‐layer edges in multiplex EMNs may represent

Jordano, 2013).

the effect of one interaction type on the other (but see Gracia‐

Indeed, scholarly accounts of the myriad connections between spe-

Lázaro, Hernández, Borge‐Holthoefer, & Moreno, 2018). Using

cies date back at least to al‐Jāhiz in the 9th century or Aristotle in the

both intra‐ and inter‐layer edges, EMNs enable multiple descrip-

4th century BCE (Egerton, 2012). More pertinently, network ecology

tors of ecological communities to be linked together into a single

has seen massive growth in the past 40 years. Fundamental food web

network. That network will capture both interactions between

theory has been built on with empirical observation and experimenta-

species as well as a factor (e.g., abundance, movement, physiol-

tion (Pascual & Dunne, 2006), a vibrant literature on bipartite interac-

ogy) helping to determine those interactions.

tion networks has emerged around mutualisms (Bascompte & Jordano,

Ecology has always championed the notion that complex-

2013), and models to predict species linkage have gained realism and

ity should never be embraced for complexity’s sake alone, ex-

accuracy (Eklöf et al., 2013). While this literature has generated steady

cept when the tools to face the challenge are available (Green

progress in our understanding of ecological communities, it has relied on

et al., 2005) and the alternative is an unpalatable sacrifice of

data representing single points in space and time, or a narrow picture of a

biological realism (May, 1972). With this in mind, the EMN

guild’s biotic interactions. Collecting sets of networks has been one way

framework represents an important step towards capturing

to overcome this issue (Ponisio, Gaiarsa, & Kremen, 2017) but does not

the true complexity of ecological communities. The meth-

account for the dependency between networks. A new tool—multilayer

odological tools to analyse these networks are already es-

networks—has recently entered the fray with the promise of addressing

tablished (Boccaletti et al., 2014; Kivelä et al., 2014); as a

these issues, but key questions around their use remain unresolved.

technical advance, the power of multilayer networks is there-

The theoretical framework for multilayer networks (Boccaletti

fore clear. However, a methodological framework to describe

et al., 2014; Kivelä et al., 2014) and their implementation in

and study EMNs is not enough to satisfy the all‐important

ecology (Pilosof, Porter, Pascual, & Kéfi, 2017) already exist.

question, “so what?” While all methodological innovations

Indeed, theoretical contributions are already helping to bridge

require use to be broken in and prove their value, it is still

multilayer networks and ecological theory (García‐Callejas,

unclear how describing EMNs will improve our understanding

Molowny‐Horas, & Araújo, 2018; Godoy, Bartomeus, Rohr, &

of ecological communities. To guide this process, we identify

Saavedra, 2018). Briefly, multilayer networks provide a way to

several considerations for the empirical implementation of

encode different entities and/or interactions in a single network

EMNs and outline a series of research areas that we believe

by distinguishing between types of network edges (Boccaletti

will most immediately benefit.
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(a)

(b)

(d)

(e)

(c)

F I G U R E 1 Examples where we expect EMNs to be innovative for community ecology. (a) How interaction patterns within layers are
connected between them can give definition to the interconnectedness of networks across interaction types. Here, 3‐species motifs are
highlighted (blue outline) as one pattern worth investigating. (b) Identifying groups of species across an EMN provides evidence for the
consistency of niche partitioning. Here, letters represent hypothetical groups based on inter‐ and intra‐layer edges. (c) Percolation across
EMNs can be used to study how ecosystems will respond to perturbation. Blue outlining marks the trajectory of percolation here and a key
question is how inter‐layer edges representing ecological processes will transmit perturbations. (d) Three habitat patches are represented,
and populations of one species (upper dark blue circle) are connected between them. Different interaction patterns between layers
determine functional‐trait optima, and inter‐layer edges may be key to adaptation across the system. (e) A multiplex network of seasonal
attachment by a tree population to different animal guilds is represented. Interaction patterns within and across layers could be used to
determine individual fitness outcomes

2 | I NTE R‐ L AY E R E D G E S : W H Y, W H E N ,
H OW

foraging inherent in population and functional response theories; in pathogen systems, they can represent temporal genetic changes, similar to phylogenetic trees in phylodynamics

Inter‐layer edges connect nodes between layers (usually these are

(Pilosof et al., 2018). That each of the processes represented

between a species and its representation in each layer but see

by inter‐layer edges already have theoretical frameworks built

Gracia‐Lázaro et al., 2018), and they are the key component that

around them begs the question: why study them with an EMN

differentiates multilayer networks from previous approaches to

approach?

ecological networks. Incorporating inter‐layer edges into ecologi-

First, we already know that, for example, dispersal between

cal networks allows ecological processes that influence interac-

sites can maintain local resource populations—and therefore con-

tion patterns to be incorporated into network structure creating

sumer–resource interactions—in areas where they would other-

a more complete description of community dynamics. These

wise become locally extinct (Rosenheim, 2001), or that changes

edges may represent a myriad of processes, and their defini-

in resource species’ density alters consumer behaviour (Holling,

tion will depend on the specifics of the system and questions at

1959). EMNs provide a way to integrate existing knowledge of this

hand. Because inter‐layer edges are essential to a multilayer ap-

sort into the structure of ecological networks for a more holistic

proach, we discuss three main considerations for their use: (a) Do

study of species interactions. Second, by combining species inter-

inter‐layer edges add necessary information? (b) Can inter‐layer

actions (intra‐layer edges) with existing knowledge, as inter‐layer

edges have the same weight across the network or should they

edges, the types of questions that will be addressed with ecologi-

be specific to pairs of nodes? (c) How can inter‐layer edges be

cal networks become more salient. With a set of networks distrib-

quantified?

uted in space, the logical question might be to understand how
these networks differ based on their proximity. Instead if those

2.1 | Why use inter‐layer edges and EMNs?

networks are studied as a single spatial EMN, for which proximity‐based effects are structurally explicit, then the questions that

In many cases, inter‐layer edges will represent ecological pro-

are most intuitive to ask become those that pertain to population

cesses familiar to community ecologists. For example, in spatial

and community dynamics, biogeography and ecosystem manage-

EMNs (Figure 1d), inter‐layer edges can represent movement

ment (Figures 1 and 2). A sharper focus on these areas can improve

between layers, similar to meta‐communities; in temporal EMNs

the ability of network ecology to speak to fundamental questions

(e.g., Costa et al., 2018; Figure 1c), they can represent changes

around biodiversity maintenance and their applied counterparts in

in abundance, echoing the interplay between abundance and

conservation (Box 1).
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2.2 | When do inter‐layer edges need to be
quantified?
Inter‐layer edges may take several forms from none and uniform edge
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are uniform they assume that the effect of season on plant biomass
is equivalent across species despite the fact that annuals may switch
from low to high biomass while a woody perennial maintains biomass
between seasons (e.g., Singh & Yadava, 1974).

weights (including binary weights) to non‐uniform edges. EMNs with
no inter‐layer edges are a set of independent networks (identical to
previous approaches in network ecology that have tried to assess spa-

2.3 | How can inter‐layer edges be quantified?

tial or temporal variation; e.g., Poisot, Canard, Mouillot, Mouquet, &

Measuring inter‐layer edges will often be straightforward given ecol-

Gravel, 2012; Cirtwill, Roslin, Rasmussen, Olesen, & Stouffer, 2018).

ogy’s extensive empirical toolbox. Community sampling tools such

When EMNs have uniform inter‐layer edges (i.e., all edges between

as camera‐trapping grids (and other community sampling methods)

layer have the same weight), they assume that all connections between

can be particularly useful for estimating species’ relative abundance

all layers have the same effect and inter‐layer edges effectively de-

given their ability to yield data for large numbers of species with rela-

scribe the assumed dependence of layers on each other. Finally, if inter‐

tively little time investment. Recent developments (Norouzzadeh et

layer edges are non‐uniform (i.e., each link between nodes in different

al., 2018) mean that extracting occupancy measures from camera‐

layers will be distinct), they represent the actual or estimated linkage

trap data represents a low‐cost and low‐intensity way to estimate

between two nodes and add substantial resolution to the network.

inter‐layer edges for both spatial and temporal EMNs. Similarly, GPS

EMNs with different types of inter‐layer edges can be used to ask dif-

tags, population genetic monitoring and mark–recapture techniques

ferent questions (Table 1) even though the most complete description

can estimate specieswise connectivity between layers in spatial

of the community will require non‐uniform inter‐layer edges.

EMNs (Table 1). In temporal EMNs, where time points are modelled

When inter‐layer edges have been used, they are often uniform

as layers, species’ abundance and biomass are modelled as inter‐layer

(Kéfi, Miele, Wieters, Navarrete, & Berlow, 2016; Timóteo, Correia,

edges and can be estimated with a variety of standard approaches

Rodríguez‐Echeverría, Freitas, & Heleno, 2018). The strength of uni-

(Table 1).

form inter‐layer edges is an assumption about the interdependence

Non‐uniform inter‐layer edges in multiplex EMNs are less ob-

of layers. If inter‐layer edge strength is much greater than intra‐layer

vious, but an intuitive representation would be the effect of one

strengths, inter‐layer processes dominate the community and de-

interaction type on another. These might be estimated by apply-

termine structural properties and vice versa (Pilosof et al., 2017).

ing specific natural history knowledge of the species that connect

In Gorongosa National Park, seed‐dispersal modules become habi-

layers. For example, a multiplex EMN where one layer represents

tat‐specific when the inter‐layer weighting is small relative to intra‐

predator–prey interactions and another represents plant–herbivore

layer weights; however, when inter‐layer weightings were large,

interactions could have inter‐layer edges that describe how the

landscape‐level groupings of plant–disperser interactions emerged

landscape of fear alters prey/herbivore habitat use. A landscape‐

(Timóteo et al., 2018). These results naturally suggest that when lay-

of‐fear‐derived measure would capture the way that predation on

ers (in this case, habitats) are considered to be distinct ecological

herbivores alters their foraging patterns thereby linking herbivory

units, species interactions become grouped by those, often arbi-

patterns to predation interactions. Similarly, in the case of dispersers

trary, borders. However, when a more continuous view is taken—as

and predators of seeds, inter‐layer edges representing interference

is done in Timóteo et al., 2018 when inter‐layer edges become large

between these two guilds might be measured as the efficiency of

relative to intra‐layer edges—a holistic image of those interactions

fruit removal by dispersers, which would deny foraging opportuni-

across the landscape, community or time span emerges.

ties for seed predators locally.

Shifting from uniform to non‐uniform inter‐layer edges in EMNs

If empirical quantification is impossible, inter‐layer edges may

can provide more detailed information on the processes that oper-

also be inferred by combining natural history and ecological theory.

ate between layers and their role in community structure. In a spatial

Morphological traits are intricately linked to ecological network

EMN in which inter‐layer edges represent inter‐patch relationships

structure, and this is particularly true for body size (Brose, Williams,

(e.g., species‐specific movement or predation risk differences be-

& Martinez, 2006). In addition, larger bodied species tend to have

tween patches; Figure 1d), non‐uniform inter‐layer edges will explic-

larger home ranges and dispersal ability (Bowman, Jaeger, & Fahrig,

itly incorporate variation in inter‐patch movement between species

2002; Lindstedt, Miller, & Buskirk, 1986). Therefore, in spatial EMNs,

and populations. This variation is crucial because it will eventu-

combining body size with distance between locations (layers) could

ally affect within‐patch population dynamics (Rosenheim, 2001).

be used to generate species‐ and layer‐specific dispersal potentials.

Likewise in temporal networks constructed for highly seasonal

It is also possible to infer inter‐layer edges based on intra‐layer

ecosystems, inter‐layer edges representing fluctuations in species’

edges. Neighborhood flow coupling—where inter‐layer weights are

abundance are bound to be non‐uniform because uniform inter‐layer

designated based on the similarity of a node’s intra‐layer edges be-

edges will ignore the species‐specific responses to seasonality and

tween two layers—provides one approach to do so (Aslak, Rosvall, &

therefore distort conclusions about how temporal resource compe-

Lehmann, 2018) and would be appropriate for temporal and spatial

tition or availability structures the community (Costa et al., 2018).

EMNs. For example, if a plant is visited by the same pollinators in two

Accordingly, if inter‐layer edges linking plant species across seasons

consecutive years, this approach would generate a strong inter‐layer
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Box 1 Multilayer networks for ecosystem management
The impetus for an EMN approach to ecology stems from the idea that they can capture a greater portion of ecosystem complexity (Fontaine
et al., 2011; Pilosof et al., 2017), and capturing such complexity is particularly necessary for ecosystem management. Ecological multilayer
networks offer several opportunities for applied ecology. More than a decade ago, the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment identified
four key anthropogenic drivers of global change: climate change, nutrient pollution, invasive species and land‐use change (Millennium
Ecosystem Assessment, 2005). Here, we highlight potential uses of an EMN approach to ecosystem management by exploring examples
pertinent to each of these four drivers.
The warming of the world’s oceans is of particular concern for coral reefs and the ecological associations (Sale, 2013) that coral–zooxanthellae symbiosis supports. A multiplex EMN—where layers are interaction types such as coral—zooxanthellae association, coral–
algae competition, herbivory and cleaning mutualisms while inter‐layer edges represent the dependence of interaction types on each
other—could be used to assess how damage to coral–zooxanthellae associations might cascade to the rest of the community (Figure 2a).
Nutrient pollution can alter plant communities (Hautier, Niklaus, & Hector, 2009) and potentially the pollinator, herbivore and predator–prey webs they support. Multiplex EMNs founded upon plant associational interactions could be used to examine how nutrient‐
driven changes in plant community composition will predict ecosystem service provisioning by animals based on percolation from the
plant–plant layer to higher trophic layers (Figure 2b). The proliferation of non‐native species is reality in a globalised world, and establishment is influenced by trophic interactions (Maron & Vilà, 2001; Salo, Korpimäki, Banks, Nordström, & Dickman, 2007). An invasion biology application of EMNs might take a meta‐community approach and consist of habitat‐fragment layers, inter‐layer edges encoding
species‐specific dispersal between fragments, and be used to forecast native resistance and define management actions (Figure 2c).
Land conversion for anthropogenic purposes is rampant (Ramankutty, Evan, Monfreda, & Foley, 2008) and can profoundly impact species’ abundance and ecological interactions (Ponisio et al., 2017). A temporal EMN would allow the dynamics of community decomposition or assembly under land‐use change to be precisely identified. Each layer might be a food web at a certain point in time with
inter‐layer edges representing change in abundance and will be useful for determining how ecological community outcomes are linked
to land‐use change (Figure 2d).

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

F I G U R E 2 EMNs and global change ecology. (a) A multiplex EMN of a coral reef. Intra‐layer edges describe ecological interactions
such as competition between coral and algae. Inter‐layer edges represent the per species fitness effects of one interaction type on
the other. (b) Two hypothetical multiplex EMNs for low‐ and high‐nutrient loads show how changes in nutrient load may cascade
upwards from plant associations to higher webs (colours represent guilds; red: insectivores, yellow: pollinators, blue: herbivores,
green: plants). (c) Food webs for three habitat fragments with dispersal as inter‐layer edges (white dotted lines). In this example, C2 is
invasive and specialises on R2. Inter‐layer edges between patches allow R2 to persist. Map data: Google, DigitalGlobe. (d) Food web
assembly as land‐use changes from agriculture to forest. Circles are different species, and colour indicates their trophic level. Inter‐
layer edges depict change in abundance between time points
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TA B L E 1
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Quantifying inter‐layer edges in multilayer networks

Inter‐layer edge

Network type

Significance

Quantifying edges

Dispersal between patches

Spatial EMN

Movement of individuals between patches
creates a correlation in the structure of
those layers. Inter‐layer edges weighted by
dispersal recognise movement as a
determinant of interspecific interaction
patterns

GPS tracking of individuals, camera
trapping in dispersal corridors, population
genetic monitoring of patches or
mark‐recapture

Difference in abundance

Spatial and
temporal EMNs

Abundance influences interspecific interactions. Inter‐layer edges representing
abundance allow the EMN to capture
population and community trends
simultaneously

Community monitoring within layers. For
animals, trapping grids, eDNA monitoring,
point counts or mark‐recapture. For
plants, quadrat‐ or transect‐based surveys
of biomass and eDNA monitoring

Dependency of species
interaction types

Multiplex EMN

Species’ participation in distinct interaction
types and their effect on each other
determine network structure

Experimental determination of fitness
differences in the presence of one or both
interactions. Proxies for fitness differences are more realistic

Change in energetic
requirements

Individual‐based
temporal EMN

Energetic requirements can change through
time. Pregnancy and lactation can double an
animal’s energetic requirements and alter
foraging decisions

Expected change in energetic requirements. May be quantified through a
combination of individual physiological
status and literature‐derived values for
the effect of changing state

Changing predation/
parasitism risk.

Spatial and
temporal EMNs

Risk can change through space and time.
Inter‐layer edges capturing differences in
risk between layers can link direct and
trait‐mediated consumer effects

Environmental monitoring of parasite
transmission risk and predator
populations

Spatial subsidies

Spatial EMN

Ecosystems and communities do not exist in
isolation, and inter‐layer edges can
represent the flow of nutrients from one
patch to the other

Environmental monitoring between
patches

link between the plant species in those two layers likely implying

need not always be experimental (Bimler, Stouffer, Lai, & Mayfield,

maintenance of abundance and pollination service between years.

2018; Lanuza, Bartomeus, & Godoy, 2018). Given the importance

A similar approach could infer inter‐layer edges representing the

of per capita effects in ecological theory, it is important that these

change in abundance of species i between a layer at time t and a

emerging approaches are built on to help generate accurate species

layer at time t + 1 based on the net effect of i’s intra‐layer edges at

interaction data because, with increasing richness, experimental ap-

t. Inter‐layer edges with inferred weights should not remove the in-

proaches quickly become impractical; however, there is still substan-

centive to measure inter‐layer dependencies but may provide more

tial work to be done (Barner, Coblentz, Hacker, & Menge, 2018).

information to an analysis than uniform inter‐layer edges because,

Alternatively, interaction frequency has been used as a proxy

even if they only capture coarse differences between species (e.g.,

for per capita interaction strength (Vázquez, Morris, & Jordano,

evergreen vs. deciduous), they will bring greater natural history into

2005). However, it is unclear how comparable the frequencies

the structure of EMNs.

of two interaction types are to each other. For example, it is
unclear how a bird eating five fruits is comparable to five par-

2.4 | Additional considerations when describing,
quantifying and collating EMNs

asites being present in that bird’s gastrointestinal tract. While
transforming raw frequencies to relative frequencies would be
one way to make these numbers more comparable, a potential

The quantification of species interactions is a much‐discussed facet

common currency for species interactions—relative read abun-

of community ecology (Novak et al., 2016). In an EMN scenario,

dance (RRA)—goes a step further. RRA quantifies interactions

where different interaction types are represented, an additional

from DNA meta‐barcoding studies and is the proportion of a

challenge is to quantify interactions in a common currency and has

sample, perhaps pollen on a bee’s legs or plant material in an

thus far proven difficult (García‐Callejas et al., 2018). The per capita

ungulate’s dung, assigned to each resource taxon (Kartzinel et

effect of one species on the other is key to theory that underlies

al., 2015). Because read abundance is a count of DNA barcodes

food webs (May, 1972) and becomes the gold standard since it is

belonging to each taxon, RRA counts ecological interactions in

not specific to an interaction type (Novak et al., 2016). Several ap-

the same way regardless of interaction type. DNA meta‐bar-

proaches exist for quantifying interactions in this way, and these

coding is particularly relevant to trophic interactions and even

|
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difficult‐to‐describe interactions such as intra‐guild predation

the way that plants are connected to the multitude of primary con-

can feasibly be studied (Toju & Baba, 2018). Non‐trophic in-

sumer guilds that they support. Initial findings suggest that plants

teractions require additional study to identify how they might

do connect herbivores and pollinators in non‐random ways (Sauve,

be estimated with DNA barcoding. For example, below‐ground

Thébault, Pocock, & Fontaine, 2016) and this should be expanded to

plant species’ RRA (Hiiesalu et al., 2012) should be examined in

other primary consumer groups too.

relation to plant–plant competition. The wide‐ranging applica-

The identification of structural patterns in EMNs requires null

tions of DNA meta‐barcoding to species interactions, declining

models—which evaluate empirical structure in comparison with

cost and consistent approach to quantifying interactions make

random expectation—within which to assess the consistency of

RRA a potential solution to empirically constructing the intra‐

observed patterns. In a EMN case, a null model can focus on the

layer edges of multiplex EMNs in a standardised way.

placement of inter‐layer edges and the ordering of layers as well as

Even when harnessing technological advances to estimate

intra‐layer edges (Bassett, Wymbs, PorterMA, Carlson, & Grafton,

inter‐ and intra‐layer edges, substantial boots‐on‐the‐ground ef-

2011). Null models addressing particular EMN components can be

fort is required to collect EMNs. Fortunately, several solutions

particularly useful in isolating the mechanisms producing structural

to the problem of big data collection exist. Foremost, large‐scale

patterns (Bassett et al., 2011). The value of shuffling intra‐ and inter‐

collaborations represent an ideal facilitator of such endeavours.

layer edges at the same time deserves attention as well as the com-

Ecological questions of comparable complexity have been em-

parison of shuffling inter‐layer edge weights vs. edge presence.

braced through massive collaborative efforts such as the Nutrient

The development of null models for EMNs and the study of

Network experiment and macroecological working groups. It is

overall network metrics, however, should focus on answering spe-

also important that EMNs are collated in open‐access databases

cific ecological questions. To this end, there are some computational

since ecological network databases have been crucial to the

tools that could provide valuable insights (see Pilosof et al., 2017

identification of patterns in ecological networks (e.g., Olesen,

for a list of metrics). In particular, the study of network motifs—the

Bascompte, Dupont, & Jordano, 2007; Hutchinson, Cagua, &

suite of n‐node interaction patterns within networks—has already

Stouffer, 2017). The existence of platforms that curate and stan-

proven to be a useful tool in characterising the structural roles that

dardise data such as mangal (http://mangal.io/; Poisot et al., 2016)

species play in networks (Bramon Mora, Gravel, Gilarranz, Poisot, &

and

Poelen,

Stouffer, 2018) and could provide an interesting perspective on how

Simons, & Mungall, 2014) will streamline the collation and cura-

interaction patterns are linked across layers (Figure 1a). Studying

tion of EMNs as well as facilitate their use in identifying patterns

which motifs are linked to which across layers could shed light on

in community organisation.

the dynamics of the interaction patterns and the consistency of

globi

(https://www.globalbioticinteractions.org/;

species’ roles (as defined by motif membership) across layers. We

3 | PU T TI N G E M N S TO WO R K I N
CO M M U N IT Y ECO LO G Y

predict that strong inter‐layer edge weights will be associated with
species’ role consistency across layers because stronger inter‐layer
edges will tend to represent the relatedness or dependency of the
focal species’ interactions in each layer.

Now that we have described the considerations involved in obtaining EMN data, we turn to several areas of active research in community ecology where the application of EMNs can lead to conceptual

3.2 | Niche partitioning across time and space

advances. For each area below, we briefly describe a few relevant

Resource partitioning is central to favoured explanations of diversity

questions and hypotheses an EMN approach can address and the

in ecological communities (MacArthur & Levins, 1967) and is often

ways in which it may be implemented.

observed (McDonald, 2002). Ecological networks have been used
to examine niche partitioning for diverse communities (Blüthgen,

3.1 | The structure of species interaction networks

Fründ, Vázquez, & Menzel, 2008), but many network datasets comprise a small spatial or temporal window. Characterising resource

The search for non‐random structural patterns in ecological net-

partitioning within communities in a spatial or temporal EMN will

works has generated some of the clearest evidence for consistency

provide an explicit link to models of resource competition and gen-

in the organisation of ecological communities. Insights into niche

erate a comprehensive picture of specialisation that simultaneously

partitioning (Beckerman, Petchey, & Warren, 2006), forbidden inter-

considers variation across space and time as well as the process en-

actions (Olesen et al., 2011) and sampling of interactions (Jordano,

coded in the inter‐layer edges which will usually be related to popu-

2016) have been garnered from the observation that rarely more

lation change.

than 30%–40% of possible interactions are realised in food webs

Large mammalian herbivores in Africa are an illustrative ex-

(Fortuna et al., 2010). In EMNs, exploring basic structural proper-

ample since their resource use has been studied thoroughly.

ties and, in particular, the linkage patterns between inter‐layer edges

These species tend to be either grazers (grass feeders) or brows-

and intra‐layer structure deserves attention (Table 1). One area of

ers (woody‐plant feeders), with few species being mixed feeders

particular interest with respect to network structural patterns is

(Hempson, Archibald, & Bond, 2015). However, plant communities
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in savanna ecosystems are highly seasonal and it is unclear how
strictly grazers and browsers separate. A temporal EMN would
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3.4 | Interaction‐driven adaptation

allow novel access to this question if layers represent mammal–

Understanding how species interactions drive adaptation in their

plant herbivory networks at different times of year and inter‐layer

participants is increasingly important (Galetti et al., 2013). Direct

edges represent changes in population density across the year

and indirect interactions in ecological networks can have substan-

(Figure 1b). We expect the group structure of this EMN would be

tial effects on co‐evolutionary outcomes (Guimarães, Pires, Jordano,

more inclusive in periods where resources are abundant and dis-

Bascompte, & Thompson, 2017). An extension of these findings is to

sipates to more traditional grazer–browser separation during low

explore how population‐level adaptation occurs across a multiplex

resource availability. These results, which describe the behavioural

EMN when the species being studied are involved in a variety of

plasticity in large mammal–herbivore foraging, would reveal the in-

interaction types concurrently (Fontaine et al., 2011).

tensity of resource limitation on such communities and their ability
to rewire their diets to cope.

The close matching between plant floral traits and the bill morphology of flower‐visiting birds such as hummingbirds (Cotton,
1998) reflects the importance of their association. However, hum-

3.3 | Network stability

mingbirds also have predators (Stiles, 1978), parasites (Moens et al.,
2016) and competitors (Laverty & Plowright, 1985). Representing

Central to the adoption of a network approach in ecology was the

different aspects of hummingbird ecology as a multiplex EMN al-

question of whether diverse systems of interacting species can be

lows these interactions and their selective pressures to be studied

stable (May, 1972). In monolayer networks, stability is typically stud-

together. We expect that an adaptive interplay between flower vis-

ied as resilience (Thébault & Fontaine, 2010), robustness (Dunne &

itation and competition layers will occur on a multiplex EMN due to

Williams, 2009) or local stability (Allesina & Pascual, 2008). EMNs

strong inter‐layer edges (visitation can determine competition and

provide a more integrated view of the communities studied, and al-

vice versa) that leads to selection on bill morphology and adaptive

ternate methods must be developed for EMN stability analysis (but

rewiring of intra‐layer edges and their weights in both layers.

see Reis et al., 2014; Danziger, Shekhtman, Bashan, Berezin, & Havlin,

A spatial setting is also pertinent to trait adaptation on EMNs.

2016). In a recent meta‐community study—which studied a spatial

The geographic mosaic of co‐evolution (Thompson, 2005) describes

EMN in all but name—May’s original formulation of local stability

co‐evolution occurring across a landscape of patches and a spatial–

was expanded to include an additional matrix of dispersal rates, find-

EMN framework is an ideal tool to study these patches as an inte-

ing that dispersal can increase stability of meta‐ecosystems (Gravel,

grated whole. Inter‐layer edges representing either trait similarity

Massol, & Leibold, 2016). These results highlight the crossover be-

between populations in different layers or gene flow between layers

tween existing theory of ecological meta‐communities and EMNs

would generate a description of the geographic mosaic that would

while also emphasising the importance of transitioning to larger scale

then allow models of trait adaptation to make predictions about co‐

approaches to inform ecosystem management decisions. Excitingly,

evolution at a landscape level (Figure 1d).

the approach of Gravel et al. (2016) is transferable to other types of
multilayer networks if their dispersal matrix is generalised to represent any inter‐layer edge.

3.5 | Predicting interactions from species traits

The spread of disturbances—percolation—through ecological

Trait‐based ecology has made explicit the link between species’

networks has also generated a vibrant literature, particularly in the

morphology and ecological processes (McGill, Enquist, Weiher, &

case of extinction cascades (Dunne & Williams, 2009). Percolation

Westoby, 2006), and has been successfully applied in reducing the

is even more pertinent in multilayer networks since percolation be-

dimensionality of complex ecological networks (Eklöf et al., 2013;

tween layers could be particularly relevant to the ecosystem man-

Laigle et al., 2018). Extrapolating these results, a suite of traits could

agement scenarios that EMNs capture. Several models exist from

be leveraged to predict multiplex EMNs. For example, plants face a

statistical physics of interdependent networks (Buldyrev, Parshani,

strong trade‐off between competitive ability and herbivory defence

Paul, Stanley, & Havlin, 2010; Huang, Gao, Buldyrev, Havlin, &

(Kempel, Schädler, Chrobock, Fischer, & Kleunen, 2011) and plant

Stanley, 2011; Liu, Eisenberg, Seager, & Lai, 2018), and others are

secondary compounds influence both herbivory and pollination

needed to understand how percolation proceeds when inter‐layer

(Georgelin & Loeuille, 2016). Initial explorations suggest that these

edges represent different processes or are non‐uniform (Figure 1c).

correlations may underlie entire communities (Sauve et al., 2016).

Pressingly, different parts of ecosystems can be represented by

While using several traits to predict multiplex EMNs across the

EMNs that could help identify key edges that transmit perturbations

web of life is likely within reach, it is also possible that there are indi-

and provide specific management directives. Since modules buffer

vidual “skeleton key” traits that can predict multiplex EMN structure

percolation in monolayers networks (Gaiarsa and Guimarães, 2018),

alone. One promising avenue is the nutritional value of resources.

we expect that extinction cascades within layers of, for example, a

Traits representing some measure of nutritional value—be they body

spatial EMN will remain localised if sink populations are affected, or

size, the leaf economic spectrum or biochemical composition—have

if source populations are affected extinction will percolate across

been consistently powerful for community ecology. We expect that

layers.

the description of a standardised nutritional quality trait will predict
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multiplex network structure better than existing models. Such a trait
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technologies, such as DNA meta‐barcoding, camera trapping and re-

would be a massive coup for community ecology because it would

mote sensing, combined with tried‐and‐tested field observations and

capture a common feature underpinning the organisation of ecolog-

increasing accessibility of ecological data mean that leveraging EMNs

ical communities.

to tackle fundamental questions in community ecology is an achievable ambition. Ultimately, EMNs have the potential to provide the

3.6 | Ontogenetic shifts in species interactions

larger scale and detailed descriptions of ecological communities that
may help address historical laments in community ecology (Lawton,

For many species, the suite of potential ecological interaction partners

1999; Paine, 1988). Looking forward, it is impossible to determine the

is not the same throughout an individual’s life. Predators will eat bigger

impact that EMNs will have on community ecology, but the prospects

prey as they grow, parasites often infect different hosts throughout their

are bright. All that remains is for boots to hit the ground.

life cycle, and lepidopterans switch from being herbivores to mutualists.
Importantly, incorporating ontogeny into food webs yields networks
less robust to extinctions (Rudolf & Lafferty, 2011). In a scenario as distinct as lepidopteran metamorphosis, considering the caterpillar–plant
and butterfly–plant associations together as layers of multiplex network
could be used to explore their impact on plant communities across the
life cycle of these insects (Astegiano, Altermatt, & Massol, 2017).
Individual‐based networks, where the same individual “builds”
different ecological interactions with multiple partners through
time, are also a natural place for ontogenetic EMNs to be explored.
A recent study demonstrated how nurse plant age is positively
related to the nestedness of their associational plant networks
(Losapio, Pugnaire, O’Brien, & Schöb, 2018). Similarly, trees in a
population interact sequentially across the growing season with folivores, pollinators, pre‐dispersal seed predators, frugivores, post‐
dispersal seed predators. Multiplex EMNs could be used to study
this succession where inter‐layer edges represent the proportion
of individual investment progressing to the next stage of reproduction (e.g., proportion of flowers pollinated, proportion of seeds
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4 | CO N C LU S I O N S
Ecological communities and meta‐communities are complex systems
that harbour immense diversity. Through time, methodological developments in ecology have allowed increasing amounts of that diversity to be
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described and analysed simultaneously. Ecological networks representing static images of ecological communities have yielded important findings on many aspects of community organisation. Multilayer networks
appear to be the logical next step in that expanding toolbox because
EMNs make it possible for additional realism—such as population dynamics across space and time as well as multiple types of species interactions—to be built into the structure of species interaction networks.
Of course, increasing the realism of already data‐rich analyses necessitates greater empirical effort to generate interaction networks.
Fortunately, the possibilities inherent in emerging data collection
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